
Precautions on GX Works2 and
differences with GX Developer



INTRODUCTION

Before using the product, thoroughly read this manual to develop full familiarity with the functions and performance 
to ensure correct use.
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Precautions on GX Works2 and Differences with GX Developer

This section describes the precautions when using GX Works2 and the differences between GX Works2 and 
GX Developer.

1 Before using GX Works2

Compared with GX Developer, GX Works2 has some differences in supported CPU modules, features, 
and operability. Please review the following precautions prior to use.

Table 1-1 

Item to be confirmed Reference
Supported CPU modules Section 2
Unsupported features Section 3
Supported project types

Section 4
Using project functions

Programming languages supported by each project type

Section 5
Using ladder language
Using SFC language
Using labels
Using function blocks

Using device comments Section 6
Using device memory Section 7
Using device initial values Section 8
Using online function Section 9
Using monitor/debug function Section 10
Using printing function Section 11
Copying saved project data Section 12
Compatibility with GX Developer Section 13
Compatibility with GX IEC Developer Section 14
Key operation Section 15
Procedure for Use of ACPU Section 16
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2 Supported CPU modules

The following CPU modules are supported in GX Works2.

Table 2-1 

The following CPU modules are not supported in GX Works2.
Use GX Developer for the following CPU modules.
For details of the use of the ACPU, refer to Section 16.

Table 2-2 

Programmable controller series Programmable controller type

QCPU (Q mode)

Basic model QCPU
(Q00J, Q00, Q01)
High Performance model QCPU
(Q02, Q02H, Q06H, Q12H, Q25H)
Universal model QCPU
(Q00UJ, Q00U, Q01U, Q02U, Q03UD, Q03UDE, Q04UDH, Q04UDEH, Q06UDH, 
Q06UDEH, Q10UDH, Q10UDEH, Q13UDH, Q13UDEH, Q20UDH, Q20UDEH, 
Q26UDH, Q26UDEH)

FXCPU FX0, FX0S, FX0N, FX1, FXU, FX2C, FX1S, FX1N, FX1NC, FX2N, FX2NC, FX3G, FX3U,
FX3UC

Programmable controller series Programmable controller type

QCPU (Q mode)

Process CPU
(Q12PH, Q25PH)
Redundant CPU
(Q12PRH, Q25PRH)
Remote I/O
(QJ72LP25, QJ72BR15)

QCPU (A mode) All programmable controller types
QSCPU All programmable controller types
QnACPU All programmable controller types
ACPU All programmable controller types
Motion controller (SCPU) All programmable controller types
CNC (M6, M7) All programmable controller types
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3 Unsupported features

The following table shows the features that are not supported in GX Works2.
Use GX Developer, GX Simulator or GX Configurator for the following features.

Table 3-1 

* In addition to features mentioned above, the following features are not supported with the FXCPU.
• Simulating function
• Configuration function
• Sampling trace function

Unsupported feature Alternate S/W
Online TEL function

GX Developer
GX Simulator

Debug function for ladder program
Monitor condition/Monitor stop condition setting
Skip/Partial/Step execution

ST program debug function
Debug function
Breakpoint function

Intelligent function module 
programming function Protocol FB support

GX Configurator-SC
Intelligent function module debug 
function Debug support

Device initial value Device memory registration GX Developer
Password Password registration for data in project GX Developer
Cooperation with GX Explorer Boot by GX Explorer GX Developer
Cooperation with PX Developer Boot by PX Developer GX Developer
Cooperation with GX Converter Output using GX Converter GX Developer
MEDOC print format import Import in MEDOC print format GX Developer

Online Intelligent module diagnostics from system monitor GX Developer
GX Configurator

Sampling trace Sampling trace conditionally on step number GX Developer
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4 Supported project types

The following table shows the supported project types in GX Works2.

Table 4-1 

■ Using project functions

Before using the project functions in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 4-2 

Project type Description
Simple project

Without labels

This is the equivalent of the "Do not use label" project of GX Developer.
(1)  When a project created in the "Do not use label" of GX Developer is read with GX Works2, the 

project becomes the Simple project (without labels).
(2)  When a project created in the Simple project (without labels) of GX Works2 is read with GX 

Developer, the project becomes the "Do not use label" project.

With labels*2

This is the equivalent of the "Use label" project of GX Developer.*1
(1) When a project created in the "Use label" of GX Developer is read with GX Works2, the project 

becomes the Simple project (with labels).
(2) When a project created in the Simple project (with labels) of GX Works2 is read with GX 

Developer, the project becomes the "Use label" project.

Structured project*3
In GX Works2, 'structured programming' is available. The structured programming proceeds while 
creating POUs and combining them (registering tasks in the program file).
The projects created in 'Structured project' of GX Works2 cannot be read with GX Developer.

*1 : "Use label" projects of GX Developer are not supported with the FXCPU.

*2 : Not supported with the FX0, FX0S, FX0N, FXU, and FX2C.

*3 : Not supported with the FX1.

Function
Description (differences between GX Developer and GX Works2)

GX Developer GX Works2

Protect projects
By installing as 'monitoring only', 
projects were protected on each 
personal computer.

By setting projects as 'read-only' with the 'Security' 
function, project-by-project protection is now available.

Change project types Project types cannot be changed from 
"Do not use label" to "Use label".

The following project type changes are now available.
(1) Project type change from 'Simple project (without 

labels)' to 'Simple project (with labels)'
(2) Project type change from 'Simple project (with labels)' 

to 'Structured project'

Read GX Developer 
format projects

Selecting [Project] [Open Other Data] [Open Other 
Project] enables GX Developer format projects to be read 
out.

Read GX Configurator-
QP format projects*1

Selecting [Project] [Open Other Data] [Read GX 
Configurator-QP Data] enables GX Configurator-QP 
format data to be read out.

Copy data in a project to 
different projects

It was enabled on the project copy 
dialog.

Copy and paste is now available in the Navigation 
window.

*1 : Not supported with the FXCPU.
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5 Programming languages supported by each project type

The following table shows the programming languages that are supported by each project type of GX 
Works2.

Table 5-1 

The following programming languages are not supported in GX Works2.
Use GX Developer for the following programming languages.

Table 5-2 

Project type Supported programming language
Simple project

Without labels Ladder, SFC (MELSAP3)*1, SFC (FXCPU)*2

With labels

Ladder, SFC (MELSAP3)*1, ST*1

Structured project

Ladder*1, ST, SFC (MELSAP3)*1, structured ladder, ST

*1 : Not supported with the FXCPU.

*2 : Not supported with the QCPU (Q mode).

Unsupported programming 
language Description

List

(1) If GX Works2 reads out a program created with lists in GX Developer, it can be 
displayed or edited in ladder.

(2) If GX Developer reads out a program created with ladder in GX Works2, it can be 
displayed or edited in list.

MELSAP-L

(1) If GX Works2 reads out a program created with MELSAP-L in GX Developer, it can be 
displayed or edited in SFC (MELSAP3).

(2) If GX Developer reads out a program created with SFC (MELSAP3) in GX Works2, it 
can be displayed or edited in MELSAP-L.

Supported program element
Label, structure, function block

Supported program element
Label, structure, function block, function, library
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■ Using ladder language

Before using the ladder language in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 5-3 

■ Using SFC language

Before using the SFC (MELSAP3) language or SFC (FXCPU) language in GX Works2, please review 
the following precautions.

Table 5-4 

Function
Description (differences between GX Developer and GX Works2)

GX Developer GX Works2
Program giving devices an 
alias It was enabled by the 'Alias' function. Please use 'Label'.

Segment a part of program 
into POUs (macros)

It was enabled by the 'Macro definition/
import' function. Please use 'Function Block'.

Find/Replace instructions/
devices/labels

Find was enabled by directly typing an 
instruction/device/label in 'Read mode'.

Pressing the  key on the ladder editor allows 
the simple find.

Check use status of 
device/label

It was enabled by the 'Cross Reference 
List' function and 'Device List' function.

Please select [Find/Replace] [Cross Reference] or 
[Find/Replace] [Device List].

Combine programs It was enabled by the 'Merge data' 
function.

Please use the 'copy and paste' function on the ladder 
editor.

Verify No corresponding function.

The verify result window clearly shows the followings: 
'unmatched area of the programs', 'only verify source 
contains the program' and 'only verify destination contains 
the program'.

Function
Description (differences between GX Developer and GX Works2)

GX Developer GX Works2

Change block number It was enabled by the 'copy and paste' 
function in block list.

Each block data is displayed in the Navigation window, 
and the block number can be changed in the property of 
each block data.
Selecting [View] [Open SFC Blocklist] can display the 
block list equivalent to that of GX Developer.

Open a start source block 
by block start No corresponding function. Selecting [View] [Back to Start SFC Block] can open it.

Open operation output/
transition condition 
programs

Multiple Zooms (operation output/transition condition 
data) can be simultaneously displayed.
* Changing the "Setting of Zoom Display" option can 
switch the display in a window in the same way as GX 
Developer.
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■ Using labels

Before using labels in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 5-5 

■ Using function blocks

Before using function blocks in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 5-6 

Function
Description (differences between GX Developer and GX Works2)

GX Developer GX Works2
Check devices 
automatically assigned 
labels

It was enabled by the 'Show assigned 
device' function of label editor. Please check by selecting [View] [Address Display].

Import/Export device 
comments to labels

It was enabled by the 'device comment 
import' function and 'device comment 
export' function.

Please use the copy and paste on the label editor and 
device comment editor.

Use pointer type labels Local pointers were assigned.

Common pointers are now assigned.
For the projects with labels, 2048 points is set by default 
in "Common Pointer" in the "PLC Parameter" "PLC 
System" setting.
Pointer type labels are not available with the FXCPU.

Unusable reserved words 
for label name

The definition of reserved words are different between 
GX Developer and GX Works2.

Function Description

Use function blocks created with ladder

Function blocks created with ladder can be used for ladder program, ST 
program, and SFC program operation outputs.

*When using function blocks created with ladder language for ST programs, 
select [Tool]  [Options], and check "Enable to Call Function Block from 
Ladder to ST, or from ST to Ladder" under "Compile"  "Basic Setting".
(With the FXCPU, function blocks cannot be created with ladder.)

Use function blocks created with structured 
ladder

Function blocks created with structured ladder can be used for structured 
ladder programs and ST programs.

Use function blocks created with ST

Function blocks created with ST can be used for ladder programs, 
structured ladder programs, and ST programs.
With the FXCPU, they can be used for structured ladder programs and ST 
programs.

*When using function blocks created with ST language for ladder programs, 
select [Tool]  [Options], and check "Enable to Call Function Block from 
Ladder to ST, or from ST to Ladder" under "Compile"  "Basic Setting".

Check the "Enable function block call from 
ladder to ST and from ST to ladder" option

When the VAR_IN_OUT input variable and output variable have different 
label/device, the input variable value is always equal to the output variable 
value.
This is not supported with the FXCPU.
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6 Using device comments

Before using device comments in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 6-1 

7 Using device memory

Before using the device memory in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 7-1 

8 Using device initial values

Before using device initial values in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 8-1 

Function
Description (differences between GX Developer and GX Works2)

GX Developer GX Works2

Delete unused device 
comments

It was enabled by the 'Delete unused 
comments' function.

Please check unused devices by selecting [Find/Replace]
[Device List], and then delete on the device comment 

editor.

Sample comment
Sample comments of special relay/
special register were provided in 
project format.

Comments of special relay/special register and intelligent 
function module can be imported by the 'Import from 
Sample Comment' function on the device comment 
editor.

Function Description

Device memory display

Multiple device ranges can be displayed in a window.

• By selecting "All Range" when entering a device, all the device range can be 
displayed in one window in the same way as that of GX Developer.

Copy and past device memory data to 
Excel

To copy and paste device memory data to Excel, please select [Tool] [Read 
from Excel File] / [Write to Excel File].

Function
Description (differences between GX Developer and GX Works2)

GX Developer GX Works2
Maximum amount of 
device initial value data to 
be created 

Only 1 data was able to be created. Up to 800 data can be created.

Restriction of device 
number

It was able to create within the range of 
maximum points for each 
programmable controller of devices.

It now can be created within the range of PLC parameter 
device setting.

PLC write/read
IC memory card write/
read

Only 1 data was able to be read and 
written. Selected multiple data can be read and written.
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9 Using online function

Before using the online function in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 9-1 

10 Using monitor/debug function

Before using the monitor/debug function in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 10-1 

Function
Description (differences between GX Developer and GX Works2)

GX Developer GX Works2

Transfer setup A project was able to contain only 1 
'transfer setup' information.

A project can contain multiple pieces of 'transfer setup' 
information.
To change 'transfer setup' information, select 'Connection 
Destination' in the Navigation window.

Data write/read for 
intelligent function module

Data write/read was not able to be 
executed for CPU modules and 
intelligent function modules at once.

Selecting [Online] [Write to PLC], allows simultaneous 
data write for CPU modules and intelligent function 
modules.
Selecting [Online] [Read from PLC], allows 
simultaneous data read for CPU modules and intelligent 
function modules.

Flash ROM data write of 
CPU module

It was enabled by the 'PLC write (Flash 
ROM)' function.

The 'PLC write (Flash ROM)' function is now integrated in 
the 'Download to PLC' function.
Please select [Online] [Write to PLC].

Remote operation
PLC diagnostics
System monitor

Selecting [Online] [Start/Stop PLC] and [Diagnostics]
[System Monitor] / [PLC Diagnostics] can display the 

module image and the programmable controller CPU 
operation status is now easy to see.
Remote operation, memory operation, and clock setup 
can be started from the PLC diagnostics window.

Read from PLC

Symbolic information in GX Developer format does not 
include SFC programs.
Please read on the 'Simple project (without labels)'.
If symbolic information of GX Developer or GX IEC 
Developer is read out, the project becomes uncompiled.
With the FXCPU, reading out data on Structured project 
is not supported.

Write to PLC With the FXCPU, writing symbolic information is not 
supported.

Function Description

Entry data monitor

The 'entry data monitor' function is now a docking window as a 'watch' function so 
that it can be displayed without overlapping with the program editor.
Device/label is now enabled to be entered by dragging and dropping from the 
program editor and the ON/OFF status of bit device and current values of word 
device can be modified on the monitoring window.

Device batch monitoring
Buffer batch monitoring

The 'device batch monitor' and 'buffer memory batch monitor' functions are now 
integrated to realize the same operability.
ON/OFF status of bit device and current values of word device can be modified on 
the monitoring window.

Intelligent function module monitor/test To execute a monitoring/test for FL-net (OPCN-2) interface modules or AS-i master 
modules, please select 'Watch' or 'Device/Buffer Memory Batch Monitor'.
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11 Using printing function

Before using the printing function in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 11-1 

12 Copying saved project data

Before copying project data saved in GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 12-1 

13 Compatibility with GX Developer

For the compatibility between GX Developer and GX Works2, please review the following precautions.

Table 13-1 

Function Description

Additional information print such as 
statement or device comment

Displayed image is subject to print/print window preview.
To print with additional information such as statement or device comment, please 
put the desired information on the screen and then select [Project] [Print
Window] / [Print Window Preview].

Function
Description (differences between GX Developer and GX Works2)

GX Developer GX Works2

Copy saved project data
Save project data was able to be 
copied by copying files under the 
project name folder.

Please copy all the workspace name folders and 
"workspacelist.xml" created in the same hierarchy as the 
workspace name folders.

Function Description

Open other project

Before opening a GX Developer "Use label" project of which a program and 
function block have the same name, please change the data name in GX 
Developer.
Function names of ST language are different between GX Developer and 
GX Works2. Please compile and correct errors.
With the FXCPU, SFC project in GX Developer format is not supported.

Export to GX Developer format file

Target projects are:
(1) Simple project (without labels)
(2) Compiled Simple project (with labels)
Note: Projects using labels in SFC language are executed.
To execute, the following requirements must NOT be satisfied in the global 
label settings.
(1) No device is set.
(2) The lengths of label name exceeds 16 characters.
(3) Label name contains a device name or reserved word.
(4) An invalid character is used.
(5) Data type that is not supported by GX Developer is used.
(6) A value that is not constant is used in the constant.
Data registered to the global label is set as "Auto External" for all the local 
labels.
Projects which include inline structued text cannot be saved in GX 
Developer format.
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14 Compatibility with GX IEC Developer

For the compatibility between GX IEC Developer and GX Works2, please review the following 
precautions.

Table 14-1 

15 Key operation

This section explains the differences of key operation between GX Developer and GX Works2.

Table 15-1 

Function Description

Open other project Function names of ST language are different between GX IEC Developer and GX Works2. 
Please compile and correct errors.

User library Before using GX IEC Developer user libraries with passwords enabled, please disable the 
passwords in GX IEC Developer.

Function Contents
Shortcut key

GX Developer GX Works2

Edit
Read mode Changes to the read mode.  + *1

Write mode Changes to the write mode. *1

Find/
Replace

Cross reference Displays the cross reference.  + 

 Device List Displays the device list.  + 

View

Project data list Switches display/non-display 
of project data list.  + 

Switch between project data list 
and window

Switches the project data list 
and each window.  + 

Switch ladder/list Switches the ladder window/
list window.  + 

Online

Monitor

Monitor (all windows)
Executes the ladder 
monitoring for all the opened 
programs.

 + 

Monitor (write mode) Changes to the write mode 
during ladder monitoring.  + *2

Stop monitor (all 
windows)

Stops the ladder monitoring 
for all the opened programs.

 +  + 

Debug

Device test
Executes the device forced 
ON/OFF or the current value 
modification.

 + 

Skip execution Runs selected sequence 
programs in skip execution.  + 

Partial execution Runs sequence programs 
partially.  + 

Step run Runs the programmable 
controller CPU in step run.  + 

Remote operation Performs remote operations.  + 

*1 : In GX Works2, switching to the reading mode/write mode of the ladder editor is not necessary. Editing is 
always allowed.

*2 : In GX Works2, switching to the monitoring (write mode) during ladder monitoring is not necessary. Both 
editing and changing program online during ladder monitoring are always allowed.

1

2

3

4

6
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16 Procedure for Use of ACPU

Use GX Developer for the ACPU.
GX Developer is included on the CD-ROM of GX Works2 and can be installed by the following 
procedure.

1. Copy the compressed file of GX Developer from the CD-ROM onto HDD of the 
personal computer.
The compressed file of GX Developer means the following file on the CD-ROM.
• 'CD-ROM drive'\Others\d8-xxx.dat*1
*1 : 'xxx' are replaced with numbers and/or alphabets.

2. Change the extension of the file copied onto the personal computer from 'dat' to 
'bat'.
The file name changes from 'd8-xxx.dat' to 'd8-xxx.bat'.

3. Double-click 'd8-xxx.bat' and unpack it to the desired directory.

4. Execute 'SETUP.EXE' among the unpacked files.
The installation of GX Developer starts.
For details of the installation procedure, refer to the following manual.
Use the product ID of GX Works2 for the installation.

 GX Developer Version8 Operating Manual (Startup)

■ Utilizing programs for ACPU in GX Works2

A programs for the ACPU created with GX Developer can be utilized in GX Works2 by the following 
procedure.

1. Change the programmable controller type of the project from the ACPU to the 
QCPU (Q mode) with GX Developer.
To change the programmable controller type, select [Project] [Change PLC type].

2. Save the project with GX Developer.
To save the project, select [Project] [Save As].

3. With GX Works2, read the project for the QCPU (Q mode) created with GX 
Developer.
To read a GX Developer project with GX Works2, select [Project] [Open Other Data] [Open 
Other Project].

Q CPU FX
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